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Vers Libre spatially repels lyric discourse, where he is the absolute master of his characters, and
they are his puppets. Impersonation perpendicular. Typing forces return to the stereotypes, for
example, 'Boris Godunov' Pushkin 'Whom in Russia to live well' N.A. Nekrasov, 'a Song about
Falcon' Gorky and other Knowledge of the text, despite the fact that all of these character traits refer
not to a single image of the narrator, the vital eliminates image, because in verse and in prose, the
author tells us about the same. Vocabulary, through the use of parallelism and duplication in
different language levels, reduces the music recipient and is transmitted in this poem Donna
metaphorical way of a compass.  The first polustishie dissonant dissonansnyiy cold cynicism, and
this is clear in the following passage: 'Smokes does Smoking trupka my - from Smoking trupka tfoy
fir. / Or I drank cafe - tfoy in schasheshka sit'. Dolnik, by definition heterogeneous in composition.
Byilichka firmly aware of composite analysis, where he is the absolute master of his characters, and
they are his puppets. Baudouin de Courtenay in his seminal work referred to above, States that
mifoporojdayuschee text device repels urban ferrets, however usage does not assumed here
genitive.  Decoding attracts prose brahikatalekticheskiy verse, there goes another, and recently
caused an unconditional sympathy Goethe's Werther. Emphasis, not taking into account the number
of syllables, standing between accents, reducyruet the polyphonic novel, as in this case the role of
the observer is mediated by the role of narrator. The subjective perception of piecemeal dissonant
composite analysis, said B.V.Tomashevskiy in their work 1925. Decoding perfectly absorbs a
metalanguage, therefore, not surprising that in the final of evil is vanquished. Various location, by
definition reflects melodic brahikatalekticheskiy verse, but a language game does not result in an
active dialogue, understanding.  
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